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Modal analysis of M-type-dielectric-profile optical
fibers in the weakly guiding approximation
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We study the applicability of the weakly guiding approximation (WGA) to the modal analysis of an M-type
optical fiber in which a ring-shaped core lies between two uniform cladding layers. Besides being dependent on
the refractive indices, the accuracy of the approximation is shown to be substantially affected by the transverse
dimensions of the core. The accuracy is characterized by calculating an overlap integral between the exact and
WGA-approximated modal fields. Fibers that have an inner cladding similar to the outer cladding, or similar
to vacuum, are considered in detail. The feasibility of the WGA in determining the fiber parameters for single-
mode guidance is also discussed. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.2310, 060.2340, 060.2430, 260.2110.
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. INTRODUCTION
he guided modes of M-type-dielectric-profile optical fi-
ers have attracted attention during the past years in
everal applications. If the inner cladding is missing, i.e.,
he volume inside the core is empty, the fiber can be used
o guide atoms along the hollow core.1–3 In such a hollow
ptical fiber (HOF) (see Fig. 1) the atoms are confined in
he dark near the fiber axis by repulsive dipole interac-
ion between the atoms and the evanescent wave of the
uided light, which is assumed to be detuned toward the
lue from the atomic resonance. The output beam from
he fiber can as well be used to guide and to trap atoms.4,5

iber lasers based on M-type fibers6,7 have been demon-
trated, and just recently HOF has been used to excite
esonances in a spherical microresonator.8 In fiber-optical
elecommunications HOF can serve as a modal filter9 or
s a mode converter.10,11 There are also other M-type fi-
ers of interest, such as the annular-core fiber (ACF),12–14

n which both of the claddings have the same index of re-
raction (also known as the ring-core fiber). The self-
maging property of a suitable-length ACF15 was recently
pplied to phase locking of a circular array of fiber
asers.16,17

For conventional optical fibers the weakly guiding ap-
roximation (WGA) states that if the refractive-index dif-
erence between the core and the cladding is small, i.e., if
n1,2=n1−n2!1, the modal fields can be assumed to be

inearly polarized in the transverse plane of the fiber.18

he modes obtained under the WGA are hence denoted
Pm,p modes, to be distinguished from the exact vectorial
Hl,p and HEl,p hybrid modes (or the TE0,p and TM0,p
odes). The accuracy of the WGA is dictated essentially

y the value of Dn1,2, and a dependence on the core di-
ension becomes an issue only through a modal cutoff.
ue to its mathematical simplicity, the WGA is often ap-
lied also to M-type fibers having a small value of Dn1,2.
or an ACF such an approximation would seem to be jus-
1084-7529/05/061163-7/$15.00 © 2
ified by the fact that the refractive-index differences at
oth of the core–cladding boundaries are then small, but
or an HOF with a large index difference at the inner
oundary, such an approach is not necessarily appropri-
te. Nevertheless, HOFs have been widely studied by use
f the WGA, and the description has proven to work well
hen compared with rigorous vectorial calculations19 and
ith experimental observations of some guided modes.1

rom these individual cases of agreement one cannot,
owever, deduce the range of fiber parameters for which
he WGA will in general yield acceptable results.

In the first part of this paper, we show that the trans-
erse dimensions of the ring-shaped core will have a ma-
or influence on the accuracy of the WGA in addition to
he effect of the refractive-index differences. A significant
eduction in the accuracy can be seen in a fiber with a
ore thickness of a few wavelengths and an inner-
ladding radius much larger than the wavelength. In such
case, for example, the fundamental hybrid mode HE1,1
ill no longer have purely linear polarization, which
akes the description in terms of a strictly linearly polar-

zed LP0,1 mode unsatisfactory. To establish the range of
ber parameters within which the WGA can successfully
e applied to ACFs and HOFs, we compare some low-
rder LPm,p modes with the corresponding superposition
f the rigorous vector modes by calculating the overlap be-
ween the modal fields.

In the second part of the paper we discuss the feasibil-
ty of the WGA in finding the fiber parameters for single-

ode propagation. The cutoff for the second lowest vector
ode TE0,1 is degenerate with that of the LP1,1 mode in

n M-type fiber,20,21 and thus it suffices to consider the
utoffs of the fundamental modes LP0,1 and HE1,1.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we out-
ine the derivation of the characteristic equations from
elmholtz’s wave equation both rigorously and under the
GA. A simple measure is then presented to allow for
005 Optical Society of America
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omparison of the electric field patterns given by these
wo formalisms. In Section 3 we apply the measure to in-
estigate the accuracy of the WGA for some low-order
odes in HOFs and ACFs. The exact and the WGA cutoff

quations are considered in Section 4. Summary and dis-
ussion are presented in Section 5.

. CHARACTERISTIC EQUATIONS AND
ONSTRUCTION OF LINEARLY POLARIZED
ODES

he exact time-harmonic vector modes of an M-type fiber
re found as solutions to Helmholtz’s wave equation,
hich in the geometry of Fig. 1 is most conveniently

olved in cylindrical coordinates. The longitudinal compo-
ent of the electric and magnetic field of a guided mode
ropagating in the positive z direction will then be of the
eneral form Fsr ,u ,z ; td=Fsr ,udexpfisvt−bzdg, where b is
he propagation constant, v is the angular frequency of
ight, and t denotes time. The field amplitude F can be
ritten as22

ig. 1. (a) Schematic cross section of an M-type fiber, as defined
ere, with an inner and outer radius a and b of the core, respec-
ively. Below are shown the refractive-index profiles of an
nnular-core fiber (ACF) and a hollow optical fiber (HOF) for
hich the inner claddings have the refractive index of that of the
uter cladding (of infinite extent) and of vacuum, respectively.
he step-index profile of a conventional optical fiber can be ob-
ained on taking the limit a→0. (b) Transverse intensity profiles
f the two lowest-order LPm,p modes calculated for a=2 mm, b
6 mm, n1=1.46, n2=1.45, and wavelength l=1.55 mm.
Fsr,ud = 5C1Ilsvrdsinslu + fd, r ø a

fC2Jlsurd + C3Nlsurdgsinslu + fd, a , r , b

C4Klswrdsinslu + fd, b ø r

.

s1d

ere the functions Jl and Nl are Bessel functions of the
rst and second kind of the order l, respectively. Similarly,
l and Kl denote modified Bessel functions of the first and
econd kind of the order l, respectively. The parameters v,
, and u are given by v= sb2−k2n0

2d1/2, w= sb2−k2n2
2d1/2,

nd u= sk2n1
2−b2d1/2, with k denoting the wave number in

ree space. The parameter f is an arbitrary phase angle
nd C1 ,… ,C4 are constants.
The field in Eq. (1) is usually chosen to describe the lon-

itudinal component Ez of the electric field.1 The corre-
ponding magnetic field Hz is obtained from this expres-
ion by replacing “sin” with “cos” and introducing another
et of coefficients C5 ,… ,C8. The remaining transverse
eld components, denoted by the subscript t, can then be
erived from the equations23

Etsr,ud =
i

b2 − k2nj
2 fb¹tEzsr,ud − mjvuz 3 ¹tHzsr,udg,

Htsr,ud =
i

b2 − k2nj
2 fb¹tHzsr,ud + ejvuz 3 ¹tEzsr,udg,

s2d

here j=0, 1, 2 denote the regions in the transverse di-
lectric profile of the fiber [see Fig. 1(a)], and where mj
mvac and ej=evacnj

2 are, respectively, the permeability
nd permittivity of the region, with mvac and evac being the
orresponding values in vacuum. The explicit form of the
ifferential operator is ¹t=urs] /]rd+uus] /r]ud, where ur
nd uu, along with uz in Eq. (2), stand for the unit vectors
f the coordinate system. The transverse components turn
ut to have the separable forms

Ersr,ud = Ersrdsinslu + fd,

Eusr,ud = Eusrdcosslu + fd,

Hrsr,ud = Hrsrdcosslu + fd,

Husr,ud = Husrdsinslu + fd. s3d

y demanding continuity of the tangential components
z, Eu, Hz, and Hu over the core boundaries at r=a and
=b, one can construct a matrix equation of the form
x=0, where the vector x contains the coefficients
,C ,… ,C , and the matrix A reads
1 2 8
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A =3
Ilsvad − Jlsuad − Nlsuad 0 0 0 0 0

lb

av2Ilsvad
lb

au2Jlsuad
lb

au2Nlsuad 0
− vm

v
Il8svad

− vm

u
Jl8suad

− vm

u
Nl8suad 0

0 0 0 0 Ilsvad − Jlsuad − Nlsuad 0

ve0

v
Il8svad

ve0

u
Jl8suad

ve0

u
Nl8suad 0

− lb

av2 Ilsvad
− lb

au2 Jlsuad
− lb

au2 Nlsuad 0

0 Jlsubd Nlsuad − Klswbd 0 0 0 0

0
− lb

bu2 Jlsubd
− lb

bu2 Nlsubd
− lb

bw2 Klswbd 0
vm

u
Jl8subd

vm

u
Nl8subd

vm

w
Kl8swbd

0 0 0 0 0 Jlsubd Nlsubd − Klswbd

0
− ve1

u
Jl8subd

− ve1

u
Nl8subd

− ve2

w
Kl8swbd 0

lb

bu2Jlsubd
lb

bu2Nlsubd
lb

bw2Klswbd

4 . s4d
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ere the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the
adial coordinate. The propagation constants b of the
odes are given by the roots of the characteristic equa-

ion obtained by requiring that the determinant of this
atrix vanish. The values of the coefficients C1 ,… ,C8 are

hen assigned by fixing the value of one of them, say C8,
nd then applying Gaussian elimination to the original
atrix equation Ax=0. For the TM0,p modes, however,

he coefficients C5 ,… ,C8 equal zero, and one proceeds by
rst fixing the value of C4.
In the WGA the expression in Eq. (1) can be directly

aken to represent a transverse electric field of a mode22

˜ ;F as in the analysis of conventional weakly guiding
bers,18 with the tilde here referring to a quantity in the
GA. The WGA assumes that the refractive-index differ-

nces over the boundaries at r=a and r=b are so small
hat the transverse field components can be taken to pass
ontinuously over these boundaries. Consequently, the
rst derivative of Ẽt with respect to the radial coordinate
ill be continuous there as well. These boundary condi-

ions can be collected by use of Eq. (1) as

ṽIm8 sṽad

Imsṽad
−

ũC̃2Jm8 sũad + ũC̃3Nm8 sũad

C̃2Jmsũad + C̃3Nmsũad
= 0, s5d

w̃Km8 sw̃bd

Kmsw̃bd
−

ũC̃2Jm8 sũbd + ũC̃3Nm8 sũbd

C̃2Jmsũbd + C̃3Nmsũbd
= 0. s6d

n substituting C̃2 from Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), the latter can
e considered a characteristic equation for the LPm,p
odes. A root of this equation yields the propagation con-

tant b̃ of a mode, for which the coefficients C̃1 ,… , C̃4 can
hen be found from Eqs. (1), (5), and (6).

Generally, an LPm,p mode corresponds to a superposi-
ion of the hybrid modes EHm−1,p and HEm+1,p, which in a
onventional optical fiber with a small value of Dn1,2 have
early degenerate propagation constants. The exceptions
o this superposition rule are such that an LP0,p mode cor-
esponds to the HE1,p mode and an LP1,p mode to the su-
erposition of the odd (even) HE mode and the
2,p
E0,psTM0,pd mode.1,23 In such a construction, which is
ere generalized to an M-type fiber, the vector modes are
lended to yield a vanishing transverse component for the
lectric field,24 say, in the x direction. The resulting field
ill then be polarized essentially in the y direction, and
e set f=0 in Eq. (1) for both constitutive vector modes

for the TM0,p mode and the even HE2,p mode we choose
=−p /2). Neglecting the small longitudinal component
ill result in a field that is very close to the corresponding

calar-field LPm,p mode (taken to stand for the y compo-
ent of the electric field), for which the expression is, how-
ver, considerably easier to obtain.

The above approach is, on the other hand, equivalent to
he requirement that the transverse components Er

− and
u
− of the EHm−1,p mode (or the nonvanishing component

or the modes TE0,p and TM0,p) and Er
+ and Eu

+ of the
Em+1,p mode have similar radial dependencies. This can
e seen, assuming m.1, for example, by first resolving
he Cartesian components of the superposed field by use
f Eq. (3) as

Ẽxsr,ud < − Er
−srdsinfsm − 1dugcos u − Eu

−srd

3cosfsm − 1dugsin u + Er
+srdsinfsm + 1dug

3cos u − Eu
+srdcosfsm + 1dugsin u, s7d

Ẽysr,ud < − Er
−srdsinfsm − 1dugsin u + Eu

−srd

3cosfsm − 1dugcos u + Er
+srdsinfsm + 1dug

3sin u + Eu
+srdcosfsm + 1dugcos u, s8d

here an explicit minus sign is added in front of Er
− in

oth equations to account for a phase difference p be-
ween Er

− and Eu
−. Then, by assuming a common form Ê

or the radial parts Er
± and Eu

±, the terms in Eq. (7) will
dd up destructively, yielding Ẽx=0. In contrast the con-
tructive addition of the y components in Eq. (8) produces
he expression
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Ẽysr,ud = 2Êsrdsinsmu + p/2d, s9d

hich is similar to Eq. (1) (with the phase angle f̃=p /2)
hat was used above to describe the transverse field of an
Pm,p mode. In this construction both of the constituent
ector modes carry the same amount of power, hence the
actor 2 on the right-hand side of Eq. (9).

The foregoing notion that an LPm,p mode corresponds
o a sum of equal-power vector modes can be taken as the
asis for a procedure of evaluating the accuracy of the
GA. By normalizing the power in both of the vector
odes according to the relation eeuEu2rdrdu=1/2, with

he electric field vector E=Erur+Euuu+Ezuz given by
qs. (1)–(3), the superposition field will carry unit power

the HE1,1 mode can be normalized directly to unity).
imilarly the normalization of the corresponding LPm,p

ode can be done by use of the relation eeuẼu2rdrdu=1,
here the electric field is expressed as Ẽ=Fuy through
q. (1), with uy denoting a unit vector in the y direction. A
ismatch between an exact modal field and the corre-

ponding scalar-field approximation can then be revealed
y taking an inner product between them and subse-
uently integrating the result over a transverse plane of
he fiber. By denoting the electric fields of the vector
odes by E− and E+, one can formulate this procedure as

W =E
0

`E
0

2p

fE−sr,ud + E+sr,udg* · Ẽsr,udrdrdu, s10d

hich defines a quantity W to characterize the accuracy of
he WGA. An upper limit to the squared modulus uWu2 is
nity as a result of the chosen normalization of the fields.
n such a case an LPm,p mode would exactly describe a
odal field in the fiber, both in polarization and ampli-

ude. Any deviation from this situation, either in polariza-
ion or amplitude (and implicitly also in the propagation
onstants), will be reflected in the value of uWu2 by its re-
uction below unity.

. MODAL DESCRIPTION OF LIGHT FIELDS
N ANNULAR-CORE AND HOLLOW
PTICAL FIBERS

n this section we apply the above formalism to study
odal fields in ACFs and HOFs with their transverse di-

ig. 2. Effect of the inner radius of the core on the polarizatio
n1,2=1.00% and b=10 mm and the wavelength is l=780 nm. Th

n a conventional step-index fiber. (b) HE1,1 mode in an HOF w
alculated by use of the WGA.
ensions selected according to applications in telecom-
unications and in atom guiding, respectively. For ACFs
e select the wavelength of light to be the telecommuni-

ation wavelength l=1.55 mm, whereas for HOFs we
hoose l=780 nm, which would correspond to the guiding
f Rb atoms. To begin with we give in Fig. 2 an illustra-
ion of the effect of the core dimension of an HOF on the
ccuracy of describing the fundamental HE1,1 mode as an
P0,1 mode. In Fig. 2(a) the inner-cladding radius a is first

aken to be zero, which corresponds to the case of a con-
entional step-index optical fiber. The HE1,1 mode then
as perfectly linear polarization, and the corresponding
lot for the LP0,1 mode coincides with the one presented,
.e., the accuracy parameter has the value of uWu2=1.00.
f a hole of radius a=8 mm is then introduced in
he center of the structure as in Fig. 2(b), an HOF
ith a core thickness of a few wavelengths is formed. The
olarization of the fundamental HE1,1 mode is seen
learly to deviate from linear in such an HOF, and the
mplitude distribution is far from being rotationally sym-
etric, both of which are features of the corresponding
P0,1 mode shown in Fig. 2(c) for comparison. The
umber describing the accuracy of the WGA is now

Wu2=0.84.
Figure 3(a) shows the behavior of the quantity uWu2 for

ome ACFs of different outer radii b of the core. Figure
(b) shows the corresponding curves for HOFs. Four
urves are plotted for each b as a function of the inner-
ladding radius a by varying the refractive-index differ-
nce Dn1,2 between the core and the outer cladding. In
ig. 3(a) the parameter Dn1,2 ranges from 0.50% to 2.00%.
or the smallest value b=10 mm, the LP0,1 mode is very
lose to the HE1,1 mode, causing the value of uWu2 to be
ear unity for all the considered values of Dn1,2. However,
hen the value of b is increased, a dip emerges in the

urves for values of a a few wavelengths smaller than b.
he depth of the dip scales with the values of Dn1,2 and b,
nd near the bottom of the dip the HE1,1 and LP0,1 modes
iffer qualitatively as in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). When a is
ery close to b, the accuracy is again recovered. In gen-
ral, for a small Dn1,2 (much smaller than would be al-
owed in a conventional fiber), the fundamental mode is
ssentially an LP0,1 mode irrespective of the core dimen-
ions, but for values on the order of Dn1,2<2% or higher,
he core has to be much thicker (or thinner) than the-

amplitude of the fundamental mode. The fiber parameters are
boundaries are shown by dashed circles. (a) HE1,1 or LP0,1 mode
inner radius of a=8 mm. (c) LP0,1 mode of the fiber in Fig. 2(b)
n and
e core
ith an
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avelength, or altogether relatively small, for this to be
rue.

In HOFs intended for use as atom guides, the
efractive-index difference and the core dimensions are
ypically smaller than in the ACF examples considered
bove, because the light field needs to be very smooth and
ntense on the fiber’s inner surface. In Fig. 3(b) the high-
st value of b is thus chosen to be 9 mm with the param-
ter Dn1,2 ranging from 0.25% to 1.00%. Qualitatively, the
urves begin to behave similarly to those for the ACFs for
mall values of a. As a approaches b, the HE1,1 mode
eaches its cutoff before the LP0,1 mode (see Section 4),
ausing the value of uWu2 to drop sharply near the cutoff.
efore this, the curve exhibits a dip similar to those with

he ACFs of Fig. 3(a). Again the dip is more clearly visible
n the larger fibers. As a rule one might say that for the
alues of Dn1,2 considered here, the thickness of the core
hould not be less than <b /2 for the fundamental mode to
e well described by an LP0,1 mode, unless Dn1,2 is very
mall, in which case being far from the cutoff is sufficient.

Figure 4 shows the corresponding plots for the second-
rder modal fields in the fibers of Fig. 3. The curves cor-
esponding to the superposition of the odd HE2,1 mode
nd TE0,1 mode are solid, and those for the superposition
f the even HE2,1 mode and the TM0,1 mode are dashed.
n Fig. 4 the values of uWu2 are in general much closer to

ig. 3. Accuracy uWu2 of the WGA in describing the HE1,1 mode
a) in an ACF at l=1.55 mm and (b) in an HOF at l=780 nm with
2=1.45 as a function of the inner radius a of the core. Three dif-

erent outer radii b of the core, denoted by vertical dotted lines,
re considered in both plots. The curves correspond to refractive-
ndex differences increasing from top to down, as indicated.
nity than in Fig. 3, although the qualitative behavior is
ery similar. However, all the curves in Fig. 4(a) eventu-
lly bend down for very thin fiber cores because of the cut-
ffs for the TE0,1 and LP1,1 modes, which are
egenerate.20,21 In Fig. 4(b) the declines due to these cut-
ffs are more visible and one can see that the dashed
urves fall off monotonically, whereas the solid curves rise
lightly for some of the largest fibers, as in Fig. 3(b). In
rief a second-order modal field can effectively be de-
cribed as an LP1,1 mode below modal cutoffs, if similar
uidelines are applied in choosing the fiber parameters as
ith the fundamental modes above. Note that the analy-

is for an HOF with the other wavelength l=1.55 mm can
e obtained by scaling a and b with the ratio of the wave-
engths s<2d in Figs. 3(b) and 4(b).

. SINGLE-MODE M-TYPE FIBERS
n this section we consider the cutoffs of the modes con-
idered in the previous section to determine how well the
GA works in finding the parameters for single-mode

uidance in M-type fibers. The exact cutoff equation fol-
ows by requiring that the determinant of the matrix A in
q. (4) vanish in the limit of w→0. The relevant cutoffs
re then found from the equation

ig. 4. Correspondence between LP1,1 mode with the superposi-
ion of odd HE2,1 and TE0,1 (solid curves) and even HE2,1 and
M0,1 (dashed curves) modes in terms of the quantity uWu2 as a

unction of the inner radius a of the core. The different outer ra-
ii b of the core, the wavelengths, and the refractive indices are
s in Fig. 3. Second-order modes do not exist for b=3 mm with
n =0.25%; thus only three pairs of curves are given.
1,2
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F 1

u
Nl8suad +

1

v

Il8svad

Ilsvad
NlsuadGJlsubd

− F 1

u
Jl8suad +

1

v

Il8svad

Ilsvad
JlsuadGNlsubdJ

3HFn1
2

u
Nl8suad +

n0
2

v

Il8svad

Ilsvad
NlsuadGJlsubd

− Fn1
2

u
Jl8suad +

n0
2

v

Il8svad

Ilsvad
JlsuadGNlsubdJ

− Sn2l

a
D2S 1

u2 +
1

v2D2

3fJlsuadNlsubd − JlsubdNlsuadg2 = 0. s11d

his equation is similar to the equation displayed in Ref.
with the difference that here none of the expressions in

he square brackets explicitly depends on b. The cutoffs
or the TE0,p sTM0,pd modes are obtained by setting the
rst (second) term in the curly brackets equal to zero with
=0. For the cutoffs of the HE1,p (and the EH1,p) modes
ne sets l=1 throughout the equation.

In the WGA the cutoff equation follows from Eq. (6) on
aking the limit w̃→0. On substituting the coefficient C̃2
rom Eq. (5) and using the recurrence relations of the
egular and modified Bessel functions,25 one can cast the
esulting equation in the form

−
1

ũ
Nmsũad +

1

ṽ

Imsṽad

Im−1sṽad
Nm−1sũadGJm−1sũbd

− F−
1

ũ
Jmsũad +

1

ṽ

Imsṽad

Im−1sṽad
Jm−1sũadGNm−1sũbd = 0.

s12d

n this equation, one sets m=0 and m=1 for the LP0,p and
P1,p modes, respectively.
By comparing Eq. (12) with m=1 to the first two rows

f Eq. (11) with l=0, one can see that the expressions be-
ome identical. In particular the cutoffs of the second low-
st modes LP1,1 and TE0,1 are degenerate in any M-type
ber. For the fundamental modes with m=0 and l=1,
owever, Eqs. (12) and (11) will yield differing results.
igure 5 shows an example of the ratio of the cutoff wave-

engths l̃c and lc of the LP0,1 and HE1,1 modes, respec-
ively, obtained from the two equations as a function of
he refractive index n0. A few values of the ratio a /b be-
ween the inner and outer radii of the core are considered.
s the value of n0 decreases from the value of n1, the
E1,1 mode will attain a finite cutoff wavelength slightly

arlier than the LP0,1 mode, yielding a high value for the
atio l̃c /lc. These cutoffs take place for the values21

n0,c < fn1
2 − sb/ad2sn1

2 − n2
2dg1/2, s13d

hich are marked in Fig. 5 as vertical dotted lines. Below
his critical value the ratio of the cutoff wavelengths
eaches a local minimum that is closer to unity in value
nd occurs nearer to n for fibers with a high value of the
0,c
atio a /b. On the whole the WGA is seen to determine the
utoff wavelength more accurately for such fibers than for
bers with a small value of a /b.

. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
e have studied the effect of the transverse dimensions of

n M-type fiber on the accuracy of modal analysis by use
f the weakly guiding approximation (WGA). When the
nner and outer claddings of the fiber have the same index
f refraction, the LP0,1 and LP1,1 modes were shown to de-
cribe the modal field well for core thicknesses much
bove (or much below) the optical wavelength. On the
ther hand, a refractive index of unity of the inner clad-
ing requires the core to be thicker than roughly half the
uter radius of the core for the modal description obtained
y means of the WGA to be accurate. For a fixed wave-
ength in general, the discrepancies are more significant
n larger fibers, and the approximation is more accurate
or the second-order modal fields than for the fundamen-
al field. In addition, it was found that in the WGA, the
utoff wavelength for the fundamental mode can be most
ccurately determined if the ratio between the inner and
uter radii of the fiber core is high, i.e., if the core is thin.

When applying a hollow single-mode fiber to guiding of
old atoms, the efficient transfer of the atoms into the fi-
er will strongly depend on the intensity distribution just
utside the fiber. We note that in cases where the LP0,1
ode well describes the rigorous HE1,1 mode, the scalar

iffraction calculation will bring out the true output
eld.4,26 On the other hand when an incident light beam

s coupled into an M-type fiber, the LP-mode approxima-
ion will predict inaccurate modal coupling efficiencies
hen uWu2 differs from unity. This can be important, for

nstance, in calculations of the optimum pump-power cou-
ling in an M-type-fiber laser,6,7 since a thin-core fiber is
equired for single-radial mode propagation. A similar
ize requirement is found also in self-imaging applica-
ions of ACFs.15,17 As regards optical fibers in general, the
ustification of the WGA often relies on the smallness of
he refractive-index differences. Rigorous investigations,
uch as the work reported here, will then be valuable for
ustifying the approach selected for the modal analysis.

ig. 5. Ratio of cutoff wavelengths l̃c (WGA) and lc (exact) of
he fundamental mode as a function of the refractive index n0 of
he inner cladding for different ratios between the inner and
uter radii, a and b, respectively, of the core. The fixed refractive
ndices are n1=1.4525 and n2=1.45.
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